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Ritual Bowls
  

  3 3/4” ritual bowl

RB333$10.95

A beautiful ritual bowl 
made from carved and 
polished horn. Please note 
that these are made from 
real horn and will not be 
perfectly round. 3 3/4” x 1 
3/4”

  5 1/4” ritual bowl

RB334$12.95

A beautiful ritual bowl 
made from carved and 
polished horn. Please note 
that these are made from 
real horn and will not be 
perfectly round or identical. 
Colors will range through 

  

6” Pentagram ritual bowl

RB336$14.95

A beautiful ritual bowl 
made from carved and pol-
ished horn with a pentacle. 
Please note that these are 
made from real horn and 
will not be perfectly round 
or identical. 6” x 1 3/4”

  Wooden Ritual Bowl with Lid

RB339$15.95

Decorated with a fl oral 
pattern, this lidded wooden 
bowl is a fantastic addition 
to the altar or sacred space 
as a beautiful vessel for 
your offerings and ritual 
crafts. 5” x 2” x 1 1/2”

    

  

  
  

  

Smudge Pot
  

  Soapstone Scrying & smudge Bowl

RBST5C$22.95

Wonderful as a scrying 
bowl or for snuffi ng and 
resting your smudge sticks, 
this bowl has been sculpted 
from soapstone to depict a 
vivid fl oral pattern on its 
exterior.  5” x 2”

  3” x 3” Smudge pot

RSCSB$6.95

This classic heavy tin cup 
has inner coating and has 
a copper rustic fi nish with 
soldered bottom, great as 
a smudge pot for holding 
sage or even water or liquid 
like on an early sailing 

  

Scrying Bowl or smudge Pot 5”

RST5A$19.95

Sculpted from natural soap-
stone, this bowl is a fan-
tastic piece for your altar, 
perfectly suited for scrying 
or in use as a smudge pot.  
Colors may vary.

  Scrying Bowl or smudge Pot 4”

RST5B$19.95

Sculpted of soapstone, this 
bowl makes for a wonderful 
smudge pot.  Colors may 
vary.

    

  

  
  

  

Singing Bowls

  
  10” White Crystal Singing Bowl

FSB10W$112.95

Crystal singing bowls emit 
a purity of resonant sound. 
They are unleaded crystal 
and plated. Enjoy for medi-
tation, healing, or music. 
Not only can you hear the 
tones but you can often feel 

  18” White Crystal Singing Bowl

FSB18W$359.95

Crystal singing bowls emit 
a purity of resonant sound. 
They are unleaded crystal 
and plated. Enjoy for medi-
tation, healing, or music. 
Not only can you hear the 
tones but you can often feel 

  

5” Singing Bowl assorted colors

FSBA5$57.95

Singing bowls are a his-
torical tools for producing 
sounds which invoke re-
laxation, chakra balancing, 
used in reiki treatments, 
and will aid you in deeper 
meditative state. Comes in 

  6” Singing Bowl

FSBMB6$64.95

Metal singing bowls emit a 
purity of resonant sound. 
Enjoy for meditation, heal-
ing, or music. Not only can 
you hear the tones but you 
can often feel the vibrations. 
Comes with rubber ring and 

    

  

  
  

  

Offering Bowl
  

  2” copper Offering Bowl

RBCB2$9.95

Hammered design with 
rolled rim, this copper 
offering bowl can be used 
for any purpose or altar. 
Fill with blessed water for 
anointing or put any offer-
ing or special item within. 

  3” Hamsa Offering Bowl

RBCB3H$12.95

This copper offering bowl 
has been adorned with 
three brass accents of the 
Hamsa hands and is sized 
to easily fi t any altar or rest 
before any icon. 3” wide at 
top with a height of 2”.
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3” Pentagram Offering Bowl

RBCB3P$12.95

This copper offering bowl 
has been decorated with the 
brass accent of a mystical 
symbol of the pentagram 
and is sized to easily fi t any 
altar or rest before any icon.

  3” Triple Moon Offering Bowl

RBCB3TG$12.95

Sculpted of copper and ac-
cented with brass, this offer-
ing bowl displays the triple 
moon in representation of 
the Goddess and the moon’s 
changing cycles.

  3” Tree of life Offering Bowl

RBCB3TOL$12.95

Sculpted of copper and 
accented with brass, this 
offering bowl displays the 
tree of life.

  

3” Flower of Life Offering Bowl

RBCB3Y$12.95

This copper offering bowl 
has been adorned with 
three brass accents of the 
Flower of life and is sized 
to easily fi t any altar or rest 
before any icon. 3” wide at 
top with a height of 2”.

  Devotional Bowl assorted 2”

RBMS$29.95

These bowls are fantastic 
vessels for your ritual offer-
ings with no two alike.

  3” Onyx bowl

RBO3$10.95

These beautiful green onyx 
bowls can perfectly suit any 
circumstance. They can be 
used upon your altar, for 
functional purposes on the 
dinner table. They are ap-
proximately 3” in diameter, 

  

4” Onyx bowl

RBO4$12.95

These beautiful green onyx 
bowls can perfectly suit any 
circumstance. This dish can 
be used upon your altar, or 
anywhere you need a place 
to put your small items. 
They are approximately 4” 

  Pentagram Offering/Scrying Bowl 3”

RC441$26.95

Decorated with the engrav-
ing of a pentagram at the 
center of the bowl’s interior, 
this silver-plated brass 
offering bowl also readily 
functions as a great scrying 
mirror. 3” x 4”

  5” Sphinx Pedestal Bowl

SS050$79.95

Three Sphinxes sit upon 
a pedestal with wings 
stretched out supporting 
this ritual bowl. Adorned 
with hieroglyphics along 
the inside of the bowl, and 
a fi nely detailed outer pat-

  


